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, SUMMARY
!

f Scope:

i This special, announced inspection assessed the licensee's completion of
| implementation of commitments made in response to Generic Letter (GL) 89-10,
| " Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance." The licensee
i had implemented a program to verify the design-basis capability of its safety-

related Motor-Operated Valves (MOVs) that differed in some respects f rom the
specific recommendations of the generic letter. Therefore, the assessment
considered whether the licensee's MOV program met the intent of GL 89-10.

Results:

The inspectors concluded that, in most respects, the Farley program had
satisf actorily verified the current design-basis capability of the plant's
GL 89-10 MOVs. However, the staff was not able to conclude that the
licensee's program fully met the intent of all aspects of GL 89-10. Several
issues remained open involving the licensee's initial verifications of the
capabilities of some valves and its planned actions to maintain MOV
capabilities. The most significant issue requiring resolution was the need
for continued periodic verification of design-basis capabilities of GL 89-10
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MOVs for the life of the plant. Close out of the staff's review of the Farley i

GL 89-10 program will be based on adequate completion of licensee actions
,

addressing Inspector Followup Items (IFIs) 50-348,364/94-28-01 through -09
listed below. Information to aid in resolution of these items is requested in '|

the letter which forwards this report. In addition to the items already :

mentioned, the inspection identified several other followup items related to
the MOV program but not directly associated with GL 89-10 closure. These are
identified as IFIs 50-348, 364/94-28-10 through -12 and are also listed below. !

The listing of IFIs provides descriptive titles, references to associated j

information request items, and references to the inspection report subsections ;

which provide details of each item.
'

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-01, Evaluation of Settings for Copes-Vulcan MOVs 8811A/B
,

and 8812A/B Using the EPRI PPP Model. [Section 2.1 and letter item 1] !

!
IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-02, Evaluation of Settings for Westinghouse Unit 2 MOV !

8811A Using the EPRI PPP Model. [Section 2.1 and letter item 1)

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-03, Evaluation of Settings for Pratt Butterfly MOVs
'

Using the EPRI PPP Model. [Section 2.1 and letter item 1) ;

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-04, Resetting the Torque Switches of 30 MOVs to Higher ;
Values. [Section 2.1 and letter item 2] j
IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-05, Updating Setpoint Documents. [Section 2.1 and !

letter item 3] ;

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-06, Replacement of Reduced-Voltage Outputs Provided by
Westinghouse. [Section 2.2 and letter item 3] ;

!

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-07, Updating of Reduced Voltage Thrusts in Design
Documents. [Section 2.2 and letter item 3]

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-08, Periodic Verification of MOV Capabilities. [Section
2.7 and letter item 4]

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-09, Periodic Verification of Capabilities of 1500# 10-
and 14-Inch Copes-Vulcan Gate Valves. [Section 2.1 and letter item 4]

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-10, Applicability of Industry Information to M0V Reduced
Voltage Output Determined by Farley Test. [Section 2.2]

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-11, Review of Licensee Corrective Action Criteria for
Overthrust Events. [Section 2.3]

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-12, Review of MLU Use in Packing Adjustment.
[Section 2.8)

Weaknesses: I

The licensee's operability / reportability determinations were not well
documented. [Section 2.5]
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The licensee's failure to originally provide documented recognition and j
evaluation of several instances in which thrust limits were exceeded was
considered a weakness. [Section 2.6] ;

A weakness was noted in MWR 270921. It included an attached memo that
specified detailed inspections be performed of valve and actuator components
for damage from overthrust caused by hydraulic lock. Although the MWR
documented that an inspection was performed, it did not refer to the memo or
record performance of the inspections. No basis was given for omitting the
inspections. The MWR did document a detailed actuator refurbishment and
verification of satisfactory valve bonnet bolt torque but did not shaw that
this was equivalent to the originally specified actuator and valve
inspections. [Section 2.9]
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REPORT DETAIL !

.l .0 Persons Contacted !

Licensee Employees

J. Brantley, Modifications Supervisor |
C. Buck, Technical Manager !
C. Campbell, Nuclear Technician ;

*R. Coleman, Maintenance Manager
P. Crone, Operations _ Manager :

J. Daniels, Senior Designer. ;

*H. Eidson, Licensing Engineer :
*S. Gates, Senior Specialist t

*R. Hill, Nuclear Plant General Manager
. .

!'

*J. Kale, Maintenance. Engineering Support Group Supervisor i

*J. McGowan, SAER Manager .
! *B. Moore, Manager - Licensing

C. Nesbitt, Assistant General Manager.- Support
*M. Pilcher,- Valve Engineer
*M. Stinson, Assistant. General Manager - Operations !

j J. Thomas, Engineering Support Manager |
! *W. Warren, Engineering Support Supervisor - Performance Review J

R. Yance, Plant Modifications Department Manager
:

| Other Organizations ,

1

D. Graf, ITI M0 VATS Engineer

NRC Personnel
l

B. Siegel, Senior Project Manager, NRR
F. Cantrell, Section Chief, Division of Reactor Projects, Region II

*T. Ross, Senior Resident Inspector

* Denotes personnel that attended the exit meeting.

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are listed in the!

| last paragraph.

2.0 GENERIC LETTER (GL) 89-10 " SAFETY-RELATED MOTOR-0PERATED VALVE (MOV) |
TESTING AND SURVEILLANCE" (TI 2515/109)

In a-letter dated June 9,1994, the licensee informed the NRC that it
.

had completed the commitments which it had made in response to |
recommendations (a) through (h) of GL 89-10. This inspection assessed ;
the licensee's completion of implementation of-commitments made in l

response to the generic letter.

L
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In performing the assessment the inspectors utilized guidance described
in an NRC internal memorandum of July 12, 1994, " Guidance on Closure of j
Staff Review of Generic Letter 89-10 Programs." The licensee had '

implemented a program that differed in some respects from the specific ,

recommendations of the generic letter. Therefore, the NRC assessment i
considered whether the Farley's MOV program met the intent of GL 89-10. r

.

There had been three previous inspections of the licensee's actions to !
address GL 89-10. - The last inspection, Inspection Report 50-348,

-

;

364/94-10, dated June.23, 1994, identified 12 issues requiring ;

resolution. This current inspection also included those 12 issues in [
assessing the licensee's completion of GL 89-10_ recommendations.
Details of the inspection and findings for each issue are described in

.

!
the subsections below. ;

2.1 Issues (1) and (2) from Inspection Report 50-348, 364/94-10 ;

-(Additional NRC Review of Methods Used to Determine MOV Settings) j
;

Issue (1) - Farley used methodologies for. determining settings that were |
both different and greater in number than expected. NRC inspectors were j

| unable to complete sufficient reviews of application of_ the
I methodologies to determine their adequacy.- The inspectors concluded- |

that a larger and broader sampling of valves should be used to _ provide a |complete assessment of the licensee's settings.
|
,

! appeared dependent on relatively large conservatism in differential..
!Issue (2) - The adequacy of the minimum settings for some valves
!

! pressure (DP) selection. -Furthar NRC review was considered necessary to i

determine if the conservatism applied was sufficient to assure |capabilities for valves not design-basis tested. 1

Inspection and Findinas

To resolve the above issues the inspectors assessed the methodologies
and the conservatism applied in determining settings for each of the
licensee's GL 89-10 MOVs. Additional details of the inspection
conducted, and of the findings, are described in the paragraphs that
follow.

In Inspection Report 94-10 it was noted that the licensee had j
| overestimated the design-basis DP for many of the M0Vs~in its GL 89-10 !

program. Since then, the licensee had been revising these DPs to I

provide more realistic requirements. As described in Section 2.12
:. below, the inspectors'. reviewed the licensee's revised determinations of
| the design-basis DP for the GL 89-10 MOVs and did not identify any
| concerns However, the inspectors found that the design-basis DP
| specified for nine MOVs was based on accident conditions even though the
| normal operating DP was more severe. In GL 89-10, the NRC-recommended

that licensees verify the capability of safety-related MOVs to operate
under both normal and abnormal conditions within the design-basis of the
facility. The inspectors informed the licensee of this discrepancy.
The licensee agreed that these MOVs needed to be able to function under

j
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normal operating conditions even more severe than accident conditions
and provided their evaluation of these MOVs to demonstrate that they
could operate under the normal operation conditions. The inspectors
reviewed the evaluation and concluded that the valves were shown to be i

capable of performing their normal operating functions. |
The licensee had 186 gate valves, 76 globe valves, and 94 butterfly
valves in their MOV program. The licensee did not dynamically test each
MOV where practicable, as recommended in GL 89-10. The licensee

| determination of the need to dynamically test particular valves was- ;

| based on valve type, manufacturer, size, and pressure rating. Each ;
~ valve group was then evaluated for the design-basis capability of the '

| MOVs in the group. Further complicating the process, the licensee used j

| various diagnostic equipment manufactured by MOVATS including direct and
indirect thrust-measuring equipment.

| - Gate Valves

The licensee dynamically tested four "10-inch" and eight "8-inch" Copes-
Vulcan gate valves with 150# pressure ratings. This was done to !

construct a composite graph of thrust requirements as a function of
,valve disc area multiplied by differential pressure. The dynamic tests !

were performed using various MOV diagnostic equipment and the test data '

was corrected to the extent possible for diagnostic equipment error.
The licensee then established a 90 percent confidence band for the
thrust requirements on a composite graph. The licensee used this 90
percent confidence band from the composite graph to determine thrust

.

requirements for 150# rating valves that included eight "3-inch", four |,

"4-inch", sixteen "8-inch", four "10-inch", eight "12-inch", and the
1

300# rating valves of four "8-inch" and eleven "14-inch" gate valves !
manufactured by Copes-Vulcan. !

The inspectors noted that the thrust requirements determined from the 90
percent confidence band for the low-pressure rated Copes-Vulcan gate
valves would represent high valve factors if converted into those terms.
However, the inspectors raised concerns regarding the reliability of
establishing thrust requirements for the eleven 300# rating "14-inch"
Copes-Vulcan gate valves from the composite graph because of the need to
extensively extrapolate the parameters of the graph. In response to
these concerns, the licensee determined that MOVs 8809A/B for Units 1
and 2 can accomplish their operating requirements, and stated that MOVs
8811A for Unit 1, 8811B for Units 1 and 2, and 8812A/B for Units 1 and 2
would be evaluated using the EPRI M0V Performance Prediction Program

| (PPP) model when industry and NRC staff review is complete. The
'

licensee is being requested in the letter, Item 1, forwarding this
report to provide a schedule for its completion of the review of MOVs
8811A/B and 8812A/B for Units 1 and 2 using the EPRI PPP model. The
licensee's application of the EPRI model to these valves will be
verified in a subsequent NRC inspection. This was identified as IFl
50-348, 364/94-28-01, Evaluation of Settings for Copes-Vulcan MOVs
8811A/B and 8812A/B Using the EPRI PPP Model.
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The licensee dynamically tested its four 300# rating "10-inch" Copes-
Vulcan gate valves and used the test data directly to establish thrust
requirements.for its six "10-inch" and fourteen "12-inch" 1500# rating
Copes-Vulcan gate valves. The inspectors raised concerns regarding the
use of dynamic tests of the 300# rating "10-inch" gate valves to
establish thrust requirements for 1500# rating "10-inch" and "12-inch"
gate valves. For these 1500# rating valves, the licensee demonstrated
that the valves with active safety functions have significant thrust
capability that resolved the concern for the near term. Consistent with
the recommendations of GL 89-10, the licensee will be expected to
address the continued-capability of these MOVs as part of its periodic
verification program for MOV design-basis capability. Because of the
marginal similarity of the valves with different pressure ratings, the
licensee's periodic verification of the capabilities of the 1500# rating
valves was identified as IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-09, Periodic Verification

| of Capabilities of 1500# 10- and 14-Inch Copes-Vulcan Gate Valves.

The licensee dynamically tested twelve of its twenty-six "3-inch" gate
valves manufactured by Velan. The licensee established a 90 percent
confidence band to determine the thrust requirements for the remaining
fourteen "3-inch" Velan gate valves. The inspectors raised a concern
regarding the extensive interpolation to design-basis DP conditions
lower than the test pressure. In response to the potential for
underpredicting thrust requirements when interpolating to lower DP
conditions, the licensee stated that its existing Southern Company
Services Project Desk Instruction PDI 005.3 would be revised to alert

!licensee personnel to the potential for nonconservative results from '

this process.

The licensee dynamically tested all twelve of its 900# rating "4-inch"
and seven of its eight 1500# rating "4-inch" Velan gate valves. The
licensee applied the test data from the seven tested 1500# rating "4-
inch" Velan gate valves to determine thrust requirements for the
nondynamically tested 1500# rating "4-inch" Velan gate valve.,

The licensee dynamically tested ten of its twenty-four "6-inch", four of
six "8-inch", four of eighteen "10-inch", and four of eight "12-inch"
Powell gate valves. The licensee established thrust requirements for
the nondynamically tested valves based on tne test information using a!

composite confidence band. The licensee has two Powell gate valves with
diameters of 2.5 inches installed in the air systems. These low-load
MOVs are set with high thrust requirements.

In establishing the thrust requirements for two "3-inch" and one "14-
inch" gate valves manufactured by Westinghouse, the licensee used

| information from valve tests performed by the Electric Power Research
| Institute (EPRI) as part of the development of its MOV Performance
' Prediction Methodology. The inspectors raised a concern that the EPRI

data had not been incorporated into an accepted EPRI methodology at this
time. With respect to the "3-inch" valves, the licensee reported that
these valves are normally cycled under conditions associated with

j design-basis DP to provide additional confidence in their design-basis
J
I

I
i
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capability. The licensee stated that it planned to evaluate the "14-
inch" gate valve M0V 8811A for Unit 2 using the EPRI PPP model when ;

available. In the cover letter of this report, the licensee is being |requested, Item 1, to provide a schedule for the completion of its
review of MOV 8811A for Unit 2. The licensee's application of the EPRI
model to this valve will be verified in a subsequent NRC inspection. 1

This was identified as IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-02, Evaluation of Settings
for Westinghouse Unit 2 MOV 8811A Using the EPRI PPP Model.

- Globe Valves

The licensee had 76 globe valves of various sizes and manufacture in its
GL 89-10 program. Eight of the valves had been dynamically tested,
however, the test information was of limited value as a result of the

use of MOV diagnostic equipment (M0 VATS TMD) relying on spring pack
displacement to estimate thrust requirements. The licensee stated that
its globe valves had been evaluated in light of EPRI information that
thrust requirements for globe valves are based on either seat or guide
area assumptions and further that none of the globe valves were used to

| isolate blowdown flow. The inspectors found that the thrust
requirements established by the licensee for its globe valves were
greater than predicted using the industry-standard 1.1 valve factor with I

the exception of MOVs 1(2)-8109A/B/C which are flow assisted in the
stroke direction of concern. The inspectors did not identify any
concerns with the established thrust requirements for the globe valves.

,

|

- Butterfly Valves
!The licensee had 94 butterfly valves manufactured by Henry Pratt in '

their GL 89-10 program. The licensee has statically tested butterfly
jvalves with the smaller actuators with M0 VATS diagnostic equipment. The
4

butterfly valves with larger actuators were set based on spring pack i

displacement or torque switch settings. However, the licensee stated
that all of their butterfly valves are controlled by limit switches for
90 percent of valve disc trav'el which allows the full capability of the
motor actuator to operate the valve under design-basis degraded voltage,

; conditions. The licensee did not have any useful diagnostic data from
their dynamic tests of butterfly valves. Torque requirements were

i established for butterfly valves using the latest guidance from the
valve manufacturer, Pratt. The licensee stated that preliminary

| information from the EPRI MOV Performance Prediction Program supported
' the reliability of the Pratt guidance. The inspectors noted that the

licensee had determined the reduced voltage torque capability of their
;

butterfly valve actuators to provide at least 30 percent margin above !

the Pratt torque requirements. The inspectors raised a concern that the
! Pratt guidance had not been fully verified, in that the EPRI program was |
| not complete. The licensee stated that they would evaluate the adequacy
i of the Pratt guidance using the EPRI program when available. The

licensee stated that they would establish margin above the torque
requirements based on the safety significance of individual butterfly
valves. In the cover letter of this report, the licensee is being
requested, Item 1, to provide a schedule for its evaluation of butterfly

i
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valves using the EPRI PPP program. The licensee's application of the
EPR4 model to these valves will be verified in a subsequent NRC ;
inspection. This was identified as IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-03, Evaluation
of Settings for Pratt Butterfly MOVs Using the EPRI PPP Model.

- Current Torque Switch Setting Thrust
I

The licensee had set their ghte and. globe valves and many butterfly '

valves statically using MOV diagnostic equipment. However, the licensee
!

had not completed the updating of their MOV program and adjusted
actuator settings to incorporate the current thrust requirements

,

established by their M0V torque switch setting methodology. The |inspectors did not identify any immediate operability concerns regarding
1

the current torque switch settings. In particular, the inspectors noted !
that 30 MOVs had as-left torque switch settings prov ulng thrust output )less than the new thrust requirements. The licensee stated that the j

torque switch settings for these 30 MOVs will be adjusted to be '

consistent with its MOV program documents at the next scheduled test.
In the cover letter of this report, Item 2, the licensee is being
requested to provide a schedule for the resetting of these MOVs. The
licensee's resetting of the switches will be verified in a subsequent
NRC inspection. This was identified as IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-04, l
Resetting the Torque Switches of 30 MOVs to Higher Values.

The inspectors noted that the thrust requirements specified by the
licensee as the Setpoint Minimum for 123 MOVs were less than the new
thrust requirements. The licensee stated that their Setpoint documents
will be updated by the end of 1995. In the cover letter of this
inspection report, Item 3, the licensee is being requested to provide a

,

schedule for updating their Setpoint documents. The updating will be '

verified in a subsequent NRC inspection. This was identified as IFI
50-3A8,364/94-28-05, Updating Setpoint Documents.

Overall, the licensee's MOV settings were considered acceptable based on
current data. However, several concerns were identified involving
future licensee actions to ensure adequate settings are maintained.
Licensee responses and NRC followup have been identified to address
these concerns, as described in the preceding paragraphs of this
subsection.

2.2 Issue (3) from Inspection Report 50-348, 364/94-10
(Use of Stall Testing to Establish Thrust and Torque Output Under
Degraded Voltage Conditions)

!

Issue (3) - This issue questioned the methodology that the licensee had
i used to establish Limitorque actuator thrust and torque capabilities
I under degraded voltage conditions. The methodology differed from the

calculation methodology typically used in the industry and involved
| stall testing of various MOVs.
|

|

|

|
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Inspection and Findinas !
|

The licensee had tested various M0Vs to establish a. thrust and torque |output under degraded voltage conditions. In the test, the licensee
.

installed a load cell on top of the actuator. Upon operating the valve !

in the open direction'and shutting off electric power before motor .

damage, the licensee measured the thrust achieved when the stem struck !

the load cell and measured the spring pack displacement to estimate
j- torque output. The licensee reduced the thrust output by the ratio of :

the pullout and stall efficiencies listed by Limitorque for the |i

particular actuator. As necessary, the licensee adjusted actuator i

output at the test voltage compared to the predicted output at degraded ~ i

voltage by using the square of the ratio of voltages. The inspectors ;

i raised concerns regarding the reliability of the farley test methodology
' for predicting reduced voltage actuator output. . For example, the Farley '

test methouology reveals output only for the particular M0V tested at a j
particular voltage at a particular time in its life. The licensee was

;

only able to estimate the effect of inertia on thrust output as the ;

ratio of pullout to stall efficiencies. Further, the licensee did not !
, address inertia effects on torque output. Use of the square of the '

| ratio of voltages might also-increase uncertainties. -

In light of the uncertainties of the Farley reduced voltage output test
, methodology, the inspectors compared the licensee's thrust prediction to i
! the typical methodology currently allowed by Limitorque. The inspectors ;

found that in most instances the Limitorque allowed methodology (using !
run efficiency in the close direction and no application factor) !
predicted more thrust output than the Farley test methodology. However, |,

| the inspectors noted that recent testing being performed by the industry i'

and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for.the NRC i
suggested that the Limitorque allowable methodology might be overly :

optimistic in its output prediction for some MOVs. Therefore, new '

information might affect the current confidence in the Farley test
methodology of predicting reduced voltage actuator output. The NRC
staff will continue to evaluate the Farley test methodology of

.

'

predicting reduced voltage actuator output during future inspections. i
This evaluation will examine additional information anticipated from the |
industry and its applicability for the licensee's MOVs. This was :

identified as IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-10, Applicability of Industry
.

Information to MOV Reduced Voltage Output Determined by Farley Test. |

The licensee stated that in some cases it had relied on information from !
Westinghouse in establishing a reduced-voltage thrust output capability )
for certain MOVs. The inspectors found 44 MOVs that used reduced-
voltage output thrust capability greater than predicted by the Farley
test methodology. The licensee was not able to provide any additional
information on the basis for this increased thrust' capability. The
licensee stated that they were eliminating their use of the reduced-
voltage thrust output information from Westinghouse by the end of 1995.
In the cover letter of this inspection report, Item 3, the licensee is
requested to provide a schedule for its elimination of the use of the

: Westinghouse reduced-voltage thrust output information. The replacement

-|
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will be verified in a subsequent NRC inspection. This was identified as
IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-06, Replacement of Reduced-Voltage Outputs

| Provided by Westinghouse.
|

| As previously stated, the licensee had not completed updating its M0V
program for the new thrust requirements. The inspectors noted that the
new thrust requirements for 16 MOVs were greater than the reduced
voltage output thrust- predicted by the Farley test methodology. The
inspectors did not identify any immediate operability concerns.
However, the licensee stated that it was evaluating the thrust
requirements and reduced voltage output thrust to update its design
documents by the end of 1995. In the cover letter of this report, Item

! 3, the licensee is being requested to provide a schedule for completion
of the updating of its design documents. The NRC will verify the
updating in a subsequent inspection. This was identified as IFI 50-348,

,

| 364/94-28-07, Updating of Reduced Voltage Thrusts in Design Documents.

( 2.3 Issue (4) from Inspection Report 50-348, 364/94-10
(Adequacy of Westinghouse Study Used as a Basis for Increasing Actuator
Ratings)

Issue (4) - This issue involved Limitorque actuator thrust rating;

| increases that the licensee permitted based on a study conducted by
Westinghouse. The NRC questioned the adequacy of the study.

Inspection and Findinas

The inspectors found that, with one exception, the allowable structural
limit on actuator overthrust that was determined by a Westinghouse study
was supported by a Kalsi Engineering study and endorsed by Limitorque.
The exception involved the Westinghouse provision that SMB-00 and 000
actuators may be overthrusted at 250 percent of their ratings for five
cycles before requiring inspection. Limitorque Maintenance Update 92-1
recommended inspection following one cycle at 250 percent of rated

; thrust. NRC Vendor Inspection Report 99900404/92-01, stated that,
| because of concerns regarding the reliability of the Westinghouse study,
| licensees should not use the Westinghouse study until those concerns

were resolved. Most of the provisions of the Westinghouse study are
| consistent with Limitorque guidance with the exception of the allowance

for five cycles at 250 percent of the thrust rating of SMB-00 and 000
actuators before inspection. The inspectors did not consider the
licensee had provided sufficient justification to eliminate the need for
consideration of the specific Limitorque guidance on overthrust events.
The licensee stated that they were in the process of obtaining
docume".ed acceptance from Limitorque for its evaluation of overthrust
events. Until then, the licensee stated that it would tollow the
Limitorque guidance for the evaluation of overthrust events or have
detailed justification for deviations from that guidance. The
licensee's practice for evaluating MOV overthrust events was identified
as an IFl 50-348,364/94-28-11, Review of Licensee Corrective

l
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Action Criteria for Overthrust. Events. i

i

2.4 Issue (5) from. Inspection Report 50-348,364/94-10 :

(Linear Extrapolation and Interpolation of Thrust / Differential Pressure ;

Test Results to Establish Thrust Settings)
|

Issue (5) - The licensee had used linear extrapolation and
interpolation of thrust / differential pressuru _ test results to establish !
thrust settings. Further NRC review was considered necessary to j
determine if the licensee's application of linear extrapolation and ;

interpolation was satisfactory.
;

Inspection and Findinas
.

- . !
The licensee had used linear extrapolation and interpolation of dynamic i
test results in establishing thrust settings. The inspectors reviewed- !
the licensee's test and design basis differential pressures, thrusts :
obtained from the -testing, and the test setting selections 'as tabulated !

in licensee spreadsheets of GL.89-10 MOV data. The inspectors i

identified the concerns described in Section 2.1 above regarding the |
Copes-Vulcan and Velan gate valves. Additionally, the inspectors were :
concerned regarding the licensee's possible future use of :

interpolations. The settings of many valves were based on design basis ,

differential pressures that were unnecessarily conservative (i.e., |
high), although the licensee had recently established more realistic '

values. For example, Velan "3-inch",1500# gate Valves 1E21M0V8884 and |
IE21MOV8886 had current design-basis DPs of less than 200 psi, but had i
been tested and set based on previously determined DPs of over 2700 psi. |Should the settings be interpolated lowcr to match the more realistic '

differential pressure values at a future date, insufficient thrust might '

result. Industry testing suggested that linear interpolation to_ lower
differential pressures may result in insufficient setting thrusts. The i

inspectors questioned whether the licensee had design provisions giving I

recognition to the uncertainties associated with lowering settings based,

' on interpolation. As discussed earlier regarding Issues 1 and 2, the
licensee stated that a caution would be provided to its personnel when
interpolating test data. This issue did not require resolution for i

closure of the staff's review of the Farley GL 89-10 program, but the
licensee will be expacted to follow industry activities to maintain its '

confidence in the extrapolation and interpolation of test data.

| 2.5 Issue (6) from Inspection Report 50-348,364/94-10
'

(Dynamic Test Procedure Acceptance Criteria for Thrust Margins)

Issue (6) - The licensee's dynamic test procedures did not provide I

acceptance criteria to ensure that thrust margins were assessed prior to
rcturning valves to service. This procedural omission was identified
for further NRC review. I

. - - , __._. . . _
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Inspection and Findinos :

i

The inspectors reviewed Farley Electrical Maintenance Procedure FNP-0-- t

EMP-1501.15, Revision 0, dated May 5, 1994, " Analysis and Review of MOV .

Baseline and Differential Pressure Diagnostic Signatures." The !
procedure contained adequate acceptance criteria for the evaluation of '

static and dynamic. test data. The inspectors reviewed several data
packages from tests conducted before the -implementation of the new !

procedure. For example, the inspectors reviewed MOV Data Reports for- |
Valve Q2E21LCV0ll5E dated February 12, 1988, and Valve Q2N23M0V3350A

~

dated February 16, 1988. The test packages indicated that the licensee ;

evaluated the capability of the MOVs to operate under design-basis '

conditions. However, the inspectors found the documentation of the 1

licensee's basis for operability of the tested M0V and non-reportability |of the M0V's condition to be weak. The licensee's operability / .

reportability determinations were acceptable, but not well-documented. |
The issue of dynamic test acceptance criteria was closed, but the NRC |

will continue to monitor the licensee's documentation of future test ,

data evaluations.
|

t .

| 2.6 Issue (7) from Inspection Report 50-348, 364/94-10 i

j (Actuator Thrust Limit Specified in Data Acquisition Procedure was '

! Exceeded in Test Without Documented Evaluation)
| . :

Issue (7) - The licensee did not formally identify that a measured
.

;
thrust for Valve 2E21M0V8886 exceeded the maximum limit specified in the
procedure that acquired the thrust data (Procedure IM-FNP-0-EP-8.0).
Licensee personnel contended that individuals performing the procedure,

| were aware that the thrust measured was acceptable based on_the study
referred to in Issue (4).

J_nspection and Findinos

The licensee's failure to identify " exceeding the thrust limit" referred
to above was assessed further in the current inspection. The inspectors
were informed that the licensee had audited the completed MOV diagnostic
data acquisition procedures, developed evaluations for any MOVs that
exceeded the thrust limits, and placed the evaluations in the completed
data acquisition procedures. Those evaluations did not identify any
hardware concerns. The inspectors selected six MOVs with high thrust
setting requirements and reviewed their completed data acquisition
procedures to determine if thrusts above limits specified by the
procedures were identified and properly evaluated. The sample included

,

Valves 2E21MOV8886, IE21M0V8107, 2E21M0V8884, IE21MOV8885, IE21MOV8886, i

and IEllM0V8888A. In every case in the sample but one, thrusts that i
exceeded the specified limits had been identified and written
evaluations were attached. The one case involved Valve IE21MOV8885.
The closing thrust limit of 14,000 lbs, based on the Limitorque SMB-00
actuator rating, had'been exceeded, reaching 18,941 lbs, without a
written evaluation. The licensee completed a written evaluation dated
November 29, 1994, during the inspection which determined that the
18,941 lbs value was acceptable. The inspectors reviewed the

|

;

_ . .
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evaluations in their sample and found them satisfactory. The licensee's
failure to originally provide documented recognition and evaluation of '

several instances in which thrust limits were exceeded was considered a
weakness. However, the inspectors found no evidence that upper limits
justified by the Westinghouse study and Limitorque Technical Update 92-
01 were approached and the overthrusts were not considered significant.
The issue was considered resalved.

2.7 Issue (8) from Inspection Report 50-348, 364/94-10
_

(Use Static Testing for Periodic Verification of Valve Capabilities)

Issue (8) - The licensee plans to use static diagnostic testing for
periodic verification of valve capabilities. The adequacy of static
testing for this purpose has not been established.

,

Inspection and Findinas

The licensee stated that they would statically diagnostic test each MOV
in its GL 89-10 program (where possible) every 5 year.s in an effort to
verify the continued design-basis capability of the MOVs. The licensee
stated that they believed this approach to be acceptable given the

,

technical information in existence today. Should information arise in l
the future which indicates a change to the periodic program is required, |

the licensee specified that such information would be appropriately
considered. The licensee believes that the need to perform periodic !
dynamic testing was not justified based on any regulatory nor technical i

bases. The licensee believed that should such testing be performed, the
,resultant uncertainty would limit the usefulness of the resultant data '

for assessing changes in valve performance characteristics. The
licensee stated that any change in performance characteristics for a
given valve would need to exceed the uncertainty threshold prior to
becoming recognizable as a true variation.

The NRC staff agreed with the licensee that the potential uncertainty in ;

thrust measurement might hinder the identification of degradation in M0V '

dynamic performance. However, the staff believed that a plan to address
the potential for age-related degradation in MOV performance needs to be
developed by each licensee before the staff can close its review of the
GL 89-10 program at a particular plant. At Farley, the licensee has not
specified a methodology by which it will determine and maintain an
appropriate margin to account for potential age-related degradation.
For example, the acceptability of the capability of certain MOVs was
based on specific test data and the licensee did not have information to
support its assertion that the thrust requirements would not change with
time. In the cover letter of this report, Item 4, the licensee was
being requested to describe its methodology to determine and maintain an
appropriate margin to account for potential age-related degradation.
Resolution of this matter was identified as IFI 50-348,364/94-28-08,
Periodic Verification of M0V Capabilities.
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2.8 . Issue (9) from Inspection Report 50-348,364/94-10
(Post Maintenance Testing).

;

Issue (9) - This issue identified the need to evaluate the licensee's.

post maintenance testing in a subsequent inspection. j,
'

Inspection and Findinos

The licensee's post maintenance testing to demonstrate satisfactory MOV |
capabilities was not evaluated during Inspection 50-348,364/94-10. !
This testing was reviewed during the current inspection. The testing |was specified in procedure FNP-0-EMP-1005.02, Rev. 3. The procedure
stated that the level of post maintenance testing was to be governed by '

the Valve Engineer with, as required, assistance from _offsite support
personnel. Typical guidelines for the testing were provided by.the ,

procedure. In reviewing the guidelines the inspectors questioned the j
testing given for packing adjustment, valve repair, and valve !
repl acement. !

!

For packing adjustment the procedure specified that, based on the total .

margin available, a Motor Load Unit (MLU)_ or Power Monitoring test !
should be performed or the lack of any need for a test should be

,

justified. The inspectors questioned whether the specified tests had i

been demonstrated to provide adequate measurements of packing load. .The i

Valve Engineer agreed that Power Monitoring test accuracy had not been
3

adequately demonstrated and initiated a change (Temporary Change Notice !
3A) to the prccedure to remove Power Monitoring and add a baseline i

static test as a test option for packing adjustment. Additionally, data
was provided comparing MLU thrust determinations with measurements from

i the licensee's normal diagnostics in an effort to demonstrate the !
| adequacy of the MLU. The inspectors found that the data did not fully |

! support the adequacy of the MLU. The licensee stated that, coupled with !

| engineering judgements that recognize its limitations, the MLU was a
i satisfactory test. The licensee's use of the MLU test was identified as ,

IFI 50-348, 364/94-28-12, Review of MLU Use in Packing Adjustment.
! ,

L For valve repair or replacement the procedure guidelines specified a re-
baseline test as a minimum with offsite support to be contacted for
additional guidance. The inspectors questioned that there was no
reference to any need for dynamic testing. The Valve Engineer stated
that the need for dynamic testing would be considered and placed this in
the guidelines through Temporary Change Notice 3A. The inspectors
considered this acceptable.

L

|
i

_ _ , - . - - - -- . .- . - . - - . , ,.
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2.9 Issue (10) from Inspection Report 50-348, 364/94-10
(MOV Failure Analyses and Corrective Actions)

Issue (10) - The information documented in the licensee's databases was
found to'be lacking in details needed to judge the adequacy of analyses
and corrective actions for MOV failures.and degradation. ' Inspection

4

50-348,364/94-10 identified that it would be necessary to review the j

source documents for these databases to complete the evaluation'of this
area. The source documents are the Maintenance Work Requests (MWRs) and.
any related work procedures utilized to complete and document
maintenance. :

i
Inspection and Findinas

J

Inspection 50-348,364/94-10 initiated an assessment of the licensee's
documentation, analyses, and correction of M0V failures and degradation

| and the licensee's periodic examination of M0V degradation and failure !
data. NRC inspectors reviewed examples of M0V failure and degradation i

summary information recorded in licensee databases and reviewed the last |

two licensee MOV Annual Failure Analysis Reviews. The inspectors found !

this documentation generally indicated satisfactory licensee
iperformance. However, the databases were lacking in details that were ;

needed to judge the adequacy of analyses and corrective actions for M0V ;
failures and degradation. This was identified as an issue for further j
review. This issue was addressed in the current inspection by reviewing, ,

! examples of the completed MWRs from which the database summaries had i
been developed. The examples were as follows: |

MWR NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF MAINTENANCE |

275794 Service Water to Containment Cooler Valve 2P16M0V3019D would
not fully close to isolate flow when actuated for a
hydrostatic test. Satisfactory closure of this limit-seated
valve was obtained by adjusting the limit switch.'

! 240611 Containment Spray Pump Discharge Valve 1E13MOV8820B would not
fully close to isolate the pump for repair. Correction was

; accomplished by disassembling the valve and removing dirt and
'

scale from the seat and disk.
268800 Baron Injection Tank Inlet Valve IE21MOV8803A experienced an

| external leak. The leak was determined to be the result of
! normal packing wear and was corrected by tightening the

packing.

274857 Service Water to Containment Cooler Valve 2P16MOV3019C would i

not stroke from the Main Control Board. The torque switch j
contacts had not closed. Correction was to adjust the spring i

tension.
|
|

|

|
i
|

|

- _ _ _- .
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MWR NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF MAINTENANCE )
275794 Service Water to Containment Cooler Valve 2P16MOV3019D would

not fully close to isolate flow when actuated for a ;

hydrostatic test. Satisfactory closure of this limit-seated
'

valve was obtained by adjusting the limit switch.

274290 Containment Spray Pump to Spray Header Isolation Valve j
2E13MOV8820A exceeded its 10 second stroke time limit by 0.19 !
seconds during a surveillance test. This valve's normal |

stroke time was over 9 seconds. The surveillance test was <

repeated and the valve stroked within its specified limits
both open and closed. No correction was required.

247734 Residual Heat Removal Hot Leg Recirculation Valve 2E21MOV886
|

received preventive maintenance for a possible torque switch
roll pin failure and corrective maintenance for a local ;

position indicator malfunction. The torque switch and
position indicator were replaced.

270921 Pressurizar block valve 2831MOV80008 experienced hydraulic j
lock on seating during a surveillance test. A new torque '

switch and a grease relief kit were installed. An inspection ;

was performed to verify that the stall during hydraulic lock
had not resulted in damage. ;

The inspectors found that the descriptions of conditions, causes, and !
corrective actions documented in the MWRs provided details which
indicated that analyses and corrective actions were well-performed !

overall. However, a weakness was noted in MWR 270921. It included an
.jattached memo that specified detailed inspections be performed on valve

and actuator components for damage from overthrust caused by hydraulic
lock. Although the MWR documented that an inspection was performed, it
did not refer to the memo or record performance of the inspections. No I

basis was given for omitting the inspections. The MWR did document a (detailed actuator refurbishment and verification of satisfactory valve |bonnet bolt torque but did not'show that this was equivalent to the
originally specified actuator and valve inspections. The inspection was
discussed with licensee valve maintenance personnel and the inspectors
were satisfied that an adequate refurbishment and inspection were
performed.

Based on the results of this inspection the inspectors concluded that
the licensee's documentation, analysis and correction of MOV failures
and degradation, and its periodic examination of MOV degradation and
failure data were acceptable. The weakness-found in MWR 270921 was
considered an isolated case.

!

|

|
,
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2.10 Issue (11) from Inspection Report 50-348,364/94-10 :

(Trending) *

Issue (11) - The licensee had not fully implemented the trending program
for MOV degradation. At that time of Inspection 94-10 the licensee _had
obtained a data base program for a personal computer (PC) and was in the
process of connecting the PC to their mainframe system.

Inspection and Findings

The inspectors reviewed Electrical Maintenance' Procedure, FNP-0-EMP-
1005.02, Revision 3, FNP User Guide For Motor Operated Valves, that
specifies the requirements for having a trending program for MGVs. The
inspectors verified that the licensee implemented the Quest Data Base
program for MOVs. The licensee demonstrated that all testing data and

! maintenance history was entered into the M0V program. In addition,

MOVATS engineers assigned to the Farley site had maintained a trending ;

| data base for testing and degradation that was also entered into the
'

licensee's program.

| The inspectors concluded that the licensee had implemented an adequate
computer program that met the recommendations of GL 89-10 for trending
degradation of MOVs.

l
; 2.11 Issue (12) from Inspection Report 50-348, 364/94-10 '

(MOV Motor Brakes)
'

| Issue (12) - The NRC had not previously reviewed the actions taken by |
the licensee for MOVs with motor brakes. '

|
Inspection and Findings i

Initially, the licensee had identified 67 MOVs that were equipped with
brake mechanisms. Fifty-three MOVs that had SMB-style actuators and
brakes were replaced with SB units that had no brakes. Fourteen M0Vs )

| with brakes remained in each unit. During the NRC inspection May 16-21, '

1994, the inspectors reviewed an engineering memo from Southern Company
j Services dated May 10, 1994, that discussed the MOV brake evaluation.
| Eight MOVs per unit were either in the required safety position with

i
| power removed or were not required to operate until steady state voltage !

| of greater than 90 percent existed. Two MOVs in each unit were only I

| used during an outage for leak rate testing. The four remaining MOVs in
i each unit, P16MOV3134, P16MOV3135, Pl7M0V3052, and Pl7MOV3182 were
! active containment isolation valves. The worst case voltages for these
! four valves was below 90 percent. MOVs 3134 and 3135 would receive
i safety injection signals and would be required to close at time zero

under certain accident conditions. Therefore, these MOVs would be
subject to the worst case voltage (70 - 72 percent range) at degraded
grid conditions. MOVs 3052 and 3182 would receive Phase B isolation
signals and would not be subject to worst case conditions. However,,

| their worst case voltage would be in the 80 - 82 percent range. The
engineering evaluation stated that the safety function of these four

|
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MOVs.was to close. Furthermore, the evaluation, based on dynamic DP: !
testing, stated that at worst case voltage, the four MOVs had sufficient |
thrust capability to close the valves even with the' brakes engaged. |
During the NRC inspection May 16-21, 1994, the inspectors informed the ;

licensee further NRC review was required to verify the brakes would not
,

effect the operation of the MOVs.' |

;

During this inspection, the licensee provided a Limitorq' e letter datedu ;

November 4, 1994, statingLthat "the use of a 25 percent value to. reduce ~ l
'motor torque capability should the brake remain engaged is' correct...".

The inspectors concluded the licensee's calculations using the 25 .

percent value were acceptable. In addition, the licensee issued Work |
Orders No. S 00062156 through S 00062163 dated November 3, 1994, to have ;

maintenance engineering review the option available for the removal or '

disarming of the motor _ brakes for the MOVs with brakes, i

The inspectors concluded the licensee had satisfactorily addressed the
MOV motor brake concern.

2.12 Revised Design-Basis Differential Pressures ;

I Inspection 50-348, 364/94-10 found that the licensee had been revising
their design-basis differential pressures. The calculations were still

; in the process of being completed at the time of the 94-10 inspection.
.

'

'

To complete verification of the adequacy of these determinations they ;
,

were examined further during the current inspection, as described below.

Inspection and Findinas
|

| The licensee's initial methodology for determining the maximum |l differential pressure (DP) for the.GL 89-10 M0V program was based on
their M0V Program set up for NRC Bulletin-85-03. Unrealistic high DP
values were calculated since they were based on equipment ratings-,

| instead of actual DP. During the NRC inspection May 16-20, 1994, the |

,

inspectors verified that the licensee was in the process of upgrading |
the DP calculations. Additional methods for determining the actual i

design-basis DP parameters were being incorporated. Computer flow
.

models had been developed for the Service Water System and the Component !
Cooling System. In addition, the licensee was in the process of
developing realistic DP calculations for the 126 MOVs in the NSSS
systems based on Westinghouse Report WCAP 13097. NSSS DP Calculation
SM-90-1653-0003 had DP calculations completed for 34 of the 126 NSSS
MOVs.

During this inspection, the inspectors verified that the licensee had
i satisfactorily completed the DP calculations for all the GL 89-10 MOVs

in both units. Calculation SM-90-1653-0003 had been completed for all
the NSSS MOVs in both units. In addition, DP Calculation SM-90-0-1653--

008, Revision 1, was completed October 16, 1994, for the remaining 40
non NSSS GL 89-10 MOVs. The inspectors also reviewed and verified DP
Calculation SM-REA-90-1653-007, Revision 0 was completed June 20, 1994,
for the MOVs in the service water system. However, this calculation did

. -- - 2. . __- =. -- , - - .
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not have data sheets for each MOV. Instead, the calculation.provided DP
points that had to be interpolated to determine the actual MOV DP. The'
licensee immediately corrected this' calculation by adding M0V DP data
sheets. The inspectors concluded the licensee had satisfactorily j

completed the DP calculations that represented actual or expected
)accident conditions for all the GL 89-10 MOVs. |
1

2.13 Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding j

|

No previous issue was. identified on this matter,'which was examined
during Inspection 94-10. However, further review of the licensee's
actions to address pressure locking and thermal binding ' concluded the ;

,

licensee's actions appropriate, as described below.i

;

!
Inspection and Findinas I

:

The Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data had completed !
a study of pressure locking and thermal binding of gate valves. It

.

concluded that licensees had not taken sufficient action to provide'

. assurance that pressure locking and thermal binding would not prevent a'

,

gate valve from performing its safety function. The NRC regulations i

require that licensees design safety-related systems to provide
assurance that those systems can perform their safety functions. 'In
GL 89-10, the staff requested licensees to review the design basis of

|
their safety-related MOVs.

i

The inspectors reviewed the licensce's file concerning this' issue. The '

file contained correspondence dating from April 24, 1985, to the
present. The licensee had requested that Westinghouse evaluate all the ,

gate MOVs Westinghouse had supplied to Farley for the thermal binding
and pressure locking phenomenon. The inspectors reviewed nine letters
from Westinghouse to the licensee dating from April 24, 1985, to March
10, 1992, that discussed these M0Vs. In addition, the licensee

i addressed this issue with Bechtel Eastern Power Corporation and valve
.

| manufacturer, The William Powell Company. The licensee stated that |
| based on their present information and the evaluations performed, the
i MOVs are considered acceptable as configured. However, future

evaluations in this area would be considered.

2.14 Mispositioning
|

Most PWR licensees had deferred consideration of valve mispositioning in
their GL 89-10 programs pending NRC staff response to the request by the
Westinghouse Owners' Group that the recommendation in GL 89-10 to
consider valve mispositioning be removed. The NRC staff was in the
process of preparing a supplement to GL 89-10 on the need to consider
valve mispositioning. If the ongoing staff analyses provide adequate
justification, the supplement will eliminate the recommendation for PWR
licensees to consider valve mispositioning as part of their GL 89-10

J program.

!

i
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Even though:the licensee considers valve mispositioning beyond the I

original design basis, the Farley Nuclear Plant program envelopes, to a !

1arge' extent, this NRC concern. Therefore,.the licensee _ stated that 1

"should the-NRC determine that mispositioning remains. applicable to
Westinghouse PWR designs, SNC-Farley will commit = to appropriately re- :

consider the current program position regarding this issue." The )
inspectors considered the licensee's statement to re-consider _ valve - q
mispositioning as part of the GL 89-10 MOV program if the original -

recommendation remains appropriate as acceptable to address
"mispositioning".

~

f

2.15 Diagnostic Test Equipment Accuracy

Supplement-5 to GL89-10 requested'that licensees address the increased !
inaccuracy of MOV diagnostic equipment. The NRC staff had previously
reviewed the licensee's response dated.0ctober 4, 1993.

'

;

|

Inspection and Findinas
)

During this inspection the . inspectors _ verified'the implementation of the
licensee's actions in response to Supplement 5 by reviewing the
following documents, test records and calculations:

:

Documents
!

Engineering Report ER - 5.0, Revision 5 |

Movats Incorporated Equipment Accuracy Summary |

Manual' U418078, Revision 0
Movats Users Technical Notice i

:

Test Records and Calculations for MOVs |

QlE21MOV8886 dated 3/25/94

Q2E21MOV8886-dated 10/10/93

QlE21MOV8107 dated 3/29/94

Q1N23MOV3764E date 10/16/92

Q1EllMOV8888A dated 3/29/94

QlE21MOV8885 dated 3/29/94

The inspectors verified that- test equipment accuracies were included in-
the analysis of test data and torque switch setpoint analysis.

|

i

.- . ,e
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3.0 Exit Interview :

The inspection scope and results were summarized on December 13, 1994,- -|
with those persons indicated in Section 1. -The: inspectors described the

,

areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results. The ;

licensee was informed that a written' response to certain issues i

identified in the inspection would be requested. These' issues are j
described in the report summary, with additional ' details in Section 2. !

,

l ;
'

|= Proprietary information is not coritained in this report. Dissenting
comments were not received from the licensee.

|
.

| 4.0 Acronyms and Initialisms |

C FR -' LCode-of Federal Regulations
DP Differential Pressure '

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
GL Generic Letter.
IFI Inspector Followup Item !

| INEL' Idaho National Engineering Laboratory - i
| MLU Motor Load Unit .

1

| MOV Motor Operated Valve !

M0 VATS. Motor Operated Valve' Analysis and Test System' Company
| MWR Maintenance Work Request
'

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSSS Nuclear Steam Supply Systems i
PDI Project Desk Instruction
PPP Performance Prediction Program ;
PSI Pounds per Square Inch (psi)
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor j
TI Temporary Instruction ;,

! TMD Thrust Measuring Device |

.

-

|
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